We still need justice for Manuel Ellis, not nearly enough is being done to get there.

As a smaller note: I just read an article in The Stranger that was advocating for the abolishment of the law against drinking alcohol in public. One of his points was that it is enforced disproportionately, and that any interaction between the police and black folks can lead to the loss of black life, so we should limit those interactions, especially for something as harmless as drinking a beer at the park.
He was also saying that it would encourage people to socialize outside more and it'd be good for local bars and restaurants; which are important during this pandemic.
I think we should do this in Tacoma

Jay Oak-Schiller, South End
From: Mo Lewis <rocketmo@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 2:19 PM
To: City Clerk’s Office
Subject: Close the NWDC or whatever it's being called now

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

I am writing to ask you to immediately close the Northwest Detention Center. It is a public nuisance, impossible to physically distance enough inside to prevent the spread of COVID 19, and is an embarrassment to the city of Tacoma.

Thanks,

Mo Lewis
This is all I want to say. You need to fire the officers who killed Manny Ellis.

Mo Lewis